Village of Joy Water System
Ministerio Arco Iris - Pemba
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Scour Drain

Upper Tank #1
440kL Capacity

Main Incoming Line
2 inch

FIPAG
Meter

012345L

Distribution
50mm HDPE

Distribution
50mm HDPE

Tank #2
Distribution Valve

Cistern Fill Line
110mm

Tank Fill 75mm HDPE

Tank Drain & Distribution 75mm

Main Inlet Valve

Tank #1
Distribution Valve

Tank #2 Fill Valve

Tank #1 Fill Valve

System Drain
2" Cap

Lower Cistern
100kL Capacity

Line Control Valves

Scour Drain

Upper Tank #2
440kL Capacity

2" Intake Foot Valves
Lower Cistern Area

12kL/h Max
10kL/h as installed

62m Total head
30m Head as installed

2.2kW 3 Phase
4.5A/Phase

Main Pumps
Speroni VS 8-6
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Lower Cistern &
Pump House

50mm HDPE Distribution Lines
25mm HDPE Distribution Lines

In-Ground Valve

75mm HDPE (Fill Line is continuous from the Pump House to Upper Tanks, all branches and distribution are on the other pipe)

110mm HDPE (Only from FIPAG counter to tank)

Distribution Box & Valves

Threaded)

FIPAG Valve & Counter (2"

Upper Tanks

2018-01-31

Water Distribution Map

FIPAG Main Valve & Counter

Pump House
Generator ATS

Pump Control Box

Pump B
Pump A
Fill Line (75mm)
Distribution Line
(75mm)

FIPAG Main
Valve Handle

Trash Pump for
Cistern Cleaning
Line Control Valves
(Pictured in Normal
Operating Configuration)

Hose for Cistern
Cleaning
System Drain Pipe
(2" Cap)
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Principles of Design
The new water system is designed to simplify operation, maintenance and expansion. Iris
should continue to pursue these values, and especially specify to new builders the proper
place and method of connecting new construction.
• The entire system can be run with a single pump, avoid secondary tanks and pumps
where possible. If you want a secondary storage consider including a bypass valve
• Parts are standard common sizes
• Minimized underground unions (these are points of failure)
• Use PN10 rated pipe and connectors
• Depth of in-ground pipe is such that it is unlikely to surface with erosion
• All critical distribution is by gravity only
• Distribution is organized and control is concentrated
• We have computerized monitoring but actual operation and control is almost completely
done with locally available parts. It is purposefully not automated.

Specifications
Typical average operating pressure of our water system is 45PSI although it can fluctuate
30PSI to 100PSI (2-6.5 Bar) with water movement. Pressure is highest at the bottom of the
hill and lowest at the top.
The quality of parts used in maintenance and operation of the water system is critical. For
new underground runs of pipe we require PN10 rated HDPE (High Density Polyethylene)
pipe which is flexible and typically comes in rolls of at least 100m. There are various grades
of pipe which are unrelated to the color or number of stripes on the pipe. When buying
pipe examine the wall thickness and hardness and specifically look for a printed rating on
the pipe. Although manufactures use diﬀerent notation the common grades in Pemba are
2, 4, 6, and 10. While the static pressure in the pipe is normally around 3 Bar, water
hammer or movement can cause it to exceed 6 Bar.
Connectors should also be rated. Inspect a connector for the quality of the mold &
construction; A jagged joint in the construction of a connector is a likely point of failure.
For threaded PVC connectors check the hardness of the plastic and how tightly the threads
match. Recol has sold grey plastic parts for a number of years which are much better than
the typical red plastic common in Pemba. Don't use red plastic connectors for pipes over
1" in diameter unless you've specifically tested them against your pipe thread. We've had
those joints blow apart with normal pressure.
Avoid galvanized parts where possible because of pervasive corrosion.
The main pump and distribution lines are 75mm. Each distribution box has a 50mm
incoming line from the 75mm main except Harvest School which is 75mm. All of the
threaded connectors in the pump house are 2 inch. The pump flanges were 1.5 inch but we
had them machined to 2 inches to reduce friction and avoid adapters. If you need to
machine a pump flange Volvo Penta in the Baixa can perform this service.
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Warnings
It is possible to turn the wrong valve and blow apart an underground pipe. Specifically
closing both Fill Valves at the upper tanks or both Line Control valves can cause a pipe to
burst if a pump turns on. It is critical that the pressure have a place to go should the
pumps come on since they are capable of exceeding the specification of the pipe and
connectors.
If both Fill Valves are closed and a pump turns on it's most likely to cause an underground
failure at the bottom of the hill where the pressure is greatest although a poor connection
elsewhere may fail first.

Principles of Operation
Our system does not currently (2018) have an internal source of water so we rely entirely on
FIPAG. Our tanks provide a buﬀer in case FIPAG doesn't supply constant or suﬃcient
water. Currently FIPAG provides water about 5 days a week for several hours per day; The
rest of the time we are using our stored water.
Lower Cistern & Pumps
The Lower Cistern has a 100kL capacity although in normal operation we only use about
25kL. This level is set using a simple float switch mounted to an intake pipe inside the tank
with a zip tie. The reason to keep the tank at a low level is if there is a power failure and the
pumps aren't running the tank has space to fill should FIPAG deliver water at the same
time. For a multi-day power outage, check the level manually and switch to generator
power if needed.
The control wire to the upper tank floats was damaged by construction and is no longer
operational so the pump is only controlled by the float switch in the Lower Cistern. It turns
out this isn't really a big problem.
The pumps are not configured to run at the same time, they alternate on a two hour cycle.
The reason to have two pumps is for immediate redundancy should a motor or pump head
fail. The reason they alternate is that it's not good to leave one oﬀ since it would corrode
and seize.
Pump Electrical
In the pump control box there's a 3-pole breaker and contactor for each pump. Each
contactor is wired to a 3-phase power controller that makes sure both the incoming power
and the pump's motor coils are normal before turning the electricity on. If there is a phase
reversal, loss, imbalance or abnormaility, the controller will shut down the pump and
indicate a problem with an alarm light or turn oﬀ completely.
Do not remove the 3-phase controller without a suitable replacement. Phase imbalance
events are fairly common in Pemba and can cause a motor stall and subsequent burnout.
We have intentionally used 3-phase motors to avoid start and run capacitors, which have
been a common point of failure. There is a single phase Speroni brand motor available that
matches this pump head in case you need it (unlikely).
Generator
In case of an extended phase imbalance or power failure when water needs to be pumped
there is a 14kVA generator behind the pump house with an ATS (Automatic Transfer Switch)
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next to the pump control box. The generator should be run for 15 minutes every month as a
maintenance item. Check the oil, water and filters every 6 months if unused or more often if
used. Put an alarm on your calendar.
Upper Tanks
Simply the idea is to pump water received from FIPAG in the Lower Cistern to the Upper
Tanks and let it flow back down to distribution areas by gravity.
There is a valve on the fill pipe next to each tank. The fill pipes go to the top of the tanks.
At least one fill valve must be open at all times, never close both valves as it may cause an
underground pipe or union to burst.
There is also a distribution valve at the bottom of each tank. At least one must be open for
the base to have water. In case of a critical leak in the distribution system you can close
both of these valves to turn oﬀ water to the whole base. Most problems can be addressed
by closing a valve closer to the problem, for example at a distribution box, that way it
doesn't aﬀect the rest of the base.
The simplest mode of operation is to open both fill valves and both distribution valves. The
advantage is that you won't need to visit the upper tank area very often. The disadvantage
is that if there is a leak you may lose all of the stored water.
A more involved, but better mode of operation is to alternate the tanks, that is fill one and
distribute from the other and when the one being filled is full, switch them. I prefer this
method because it:
• Provides some reserve in case of a catastrophic leak (Water in the remaining tank)
• Allows time for sedimentation in the tank being filled, resulting in clearer water at the tap
• The valves get actuated at least weekly so they're less likely to seize
• Requires regular visits to the upper tank area which helps identify any other issues
• Allows for accurate readings of water usage and easier identification of problems in the
computer monitoring system.
If you use this second method make a habit of opening the closed Fill Valve before closing
the open one when you switch tanks in order to avoid closing both valves and causing a
pressure build up, even momentarily.
Monitoring
All of our tanks have level monitoring using ultrasonic sensors. The sensors work by
sending a click sound down to the water surface listening for the echo and calculating the
distance based on the time-of-flight. Our pumps have current transformers on one phase
of each pump to measure how many amps each pump is using.
This data is collected by a system called Ubiquiti mFi, which unfortunately is now
unsupported but fortunately still functional as of 2018. The sensor output is 0-5 volts, PWM
and TTL so it can be adapted to many other industrial control systems if needed. The
current wiring provides 24V passive PoE and ethernet via base wifi at each mFi node. mFi
is a free software that can run on on anything with a Java 6 runtime environment.
The reason we do software monitoring and but avoid software control is to avoid not having
water because of things like Java 6.
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Currently the mFi server can be accessed at https://10.0.4.20:6443/ when you're on base
WiFi with the username _______________ and the password ___________. The mFi time
series data is logged in a mongoDB which is a flexible database but is susceptible to
corruption on power failure. Keep a backup in case you need to restore the setup.

Normal Operation
The essence of good operation is balancing the ingress of FIPAG water with water usage.
The challenge is that FIPAG is not a constant or predictable supply. The main control on
the whole system is the Main Inlet Valve next to the FIPAG meter. The handle is kept on a
clip next to the ATS in the pump house to keep kids from playing with it. For most
operation the valve can be operated with your fingers or a crescent wrench. Avoid pliers so
you don't destroy the brass. The valve is in good condition and there's no reason to close
or open it with much force.
The meter is currently non-functional (2018-01-25) but if it gets fixed or replaced it's a
useful tool to set the rate when there is water pressure.
During the "slow season" a rate of about 2000L/hour is normal, this accounts for fact that
FIPAG may only provide water for 6-12 hours per day. During the busy season 7kL/hour is
good. If the upper tanks are low you can open the main valve (gently) to full bore. On a
good day FIPAG will provide 12kL/hour at full bore, although I have seen up to 18kL/h.
A pump will turn on when the Lower Cistern is around or above 22kL and will pump down
to about 2kL. These levels are determined by a simple float switch in the Lower Cistern.
The normal Line Control Valve configuration in the pump house is to have the left and
middle valves open and the right valve closed. During normal operation this never changes.
The configuration allows both pumps to pump up the Tank Fill Line, which passes to the
Tank Fill Valves at the upper tanks and then into the tanks. The reason to not open the right
valve and pump up the distribution line as well is that it will disturb sediment in the pipe as
the flow reverses and make murky water at the tap. It also prevents a foot valve failure from
draining the Upper Tanks back into the Lower Cistern.
If you are doing the simplest operation, with all fill and distribution valves open, just monitor
the level in the upper tanks and make occasional adjustments to the Main Inlet Valve to
keep them at a reasonable level, typically somewhere between 60% and 90% capacity
(around 250kL to 400kL per tank).
If you are alternating tanks (preferred) set the Main Inlet Valve to approximate the amount of
water used daily in the tank being used for distribution. Whenever the tank being filled is
close to full (typically 400kL to 440kL) switch the valves. In the busy season, about every 3
days. In the slow season about every week or two.
Filling Tank #1
•
•
•
•

Tank #1 Fill Valve: Open
Tank #1 Dist Valve: Closed
Tank #2 Fill Valve: Closed
Tank #2 Dist Valve: Open

Filling Tank #2
•
•
•
•

Tank #1 Fill Valve:
Tank #1 Dist Valve:
Tank #2 Fill Valve:
Tank #2 Dist Valve:

Closed
Open
Open
Closed
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Abnormal Operation & Troubleshooting
In case of faults, maintenance or exceptional circumstances it may be necessary to adopt
abnormal operation until the issues can be resolved.
Sensor Failure
The most common failure has been sensor failure. Typically this doesn't aﬀect water
availability but can be frustrating for an operator. If the upper tanks level sensors are down
it's most likely a power problem. Power is routed from the base mains panel up to the
school, through the school library fuse box, up to a box at the classroom that faces the
shipping container in the upper water tank area. There is a breaker box mounted to the
outside of the shipping container. If one phase has failed you can switch to another line in
that breaker box as a temporary measure. Both Mario & Iuculi are familiar with this line as it
has failed before.
The upper tanks have vertical yellow sliding scale markers near the fill pipes that
approximate the level of water in the tanks. They aren't very accurate and can get stuck
but as a quick check during an upper tank power outage they're useful since you can see
them from outside the fence.
The lower cistern area is powered by 3-phase 4-wire power that goes directly from the base
main panel to lower tank area. It is mounted in conduit in the wall. There are several pull
boxes in the wall. This power line is meant to be exclusively for these pumps to prevent
phase imbalances from other loads. Damage to the wall may damage the cable.
Phase Reversal
In case of electrical phase reversal the pump controllers won't allow the pumps to start
since they would spin backwards. The best place to correct phase reversal is at the base
mains panel. Simple switch two of the phase wires. As long as no changes have been
made inside the pump control box normal operation should resume.
Our Speroni VS 8-6 pumps spin counter clockwise as you look down on the motor.
Power Failure and Generator Operation
On the lower cistern there is a 14kVA diesel generator. It is in excellent condition as of
January 2018. The generator has automatic start capability but I have intentionally
disconnected it to avoid starting if it's actually not needed, which is most often the case.
It's also important to check the maintenance items which are quick to check but will be
forgotten if the generator is in automatic mode. Check that the fuel is clean and free of
water since damage to the injector pump and injectors is hard to repair locally.
If the battery is in good condition the generator should start after a brief countdown with a
single press of the green Start button. The generator has an auxiliary mains battery charger
but the battery still may need to be changed every two years. The battery is behind a panel
on the lower left on the back of the case.
To turn the generator oﬀ press the red Stop button one time. It will start a "cool down"
timer during which it's meant to operated without a load. When the timer reaches zero the
generator will shutdown automatically.
The generator has remote monitoring, if oﬃce WiFi is up visit http://10.0.4.90/ the access
code is _________. The generator also has a "Password" used to change configuration
parameters it is a number 0-9999, it's currently set to 7. While it's possible to remotely run
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the generator I recommend push button starts since you're more likely to notice if there is a
problem and more likely to perform maintenance checks. For advanced generator
operations read the manual.
The generator is equipped with an automatic transfer switch. It should changeover
automatically if the mains are failed and the generator starts. This only powers things
connected to the pump control box. For manual operations see the ATS manual inside the
ATS box.
Contactor Failure
Each pump has a breaker and a contactor that turn it on or oﬀ. The contactor is controlled
by a 3-phase motor controller. For momentary operation of a pump (for example to verify
phase rotation) you can turn the 3-pole breaker on and firmly press the actuator on the
contactor. Contactors have coils and can burn out, in this case the motor controller will
indicate the a motor should be active but the contactor will remain in the open position and
the motor without power. A momentary push on the contactor will still power up the motor.
Replace the contactor with a similar properly rated item or if the fault is obvious fix the coil.
Make sure to check if the coil voltage is 220V or 380V. Currently (2018-01) they are 380V,
either can work but switching to 220V coils may require other changes in the control box.
Digital Timer Failure
As a temporary measure tie the common wire on the relay to one of the switched terminals,
alternating every week to make sure the pumps don't seize.
Float Switch Failure
Characterized by pumps running the tank dry and not shutting down or not coming on.
Shut oﬀ both 3-pole breakers in the pump control box to stop the pumps from burning out.
Turn oﬀ the control breaker before replacing the float switch. There's a variety of lead
lengths available in Pemba, get 3m or longer.
3-Phase Controller
The 3-phase controllers are an unlikely point of failure. These were imported from the US
and similar items are commonly available. Read the manual. Don't leave the pumps on
and unattended if there's no phase imbalance protection.
Fill Pipe Break
In case the fill pipe or a union is broken you may notice that not all the water being pumped
arrives at an upper tank. Such a rupture is unlikely although may happen if both tank fill
valves are closed and a pump turns on. In this case you can fill the tanks using the
distribution line by configuring the Line Control Valves left closed, middle open, right open.
This will result in dirty water at the tap for a while. If you're using the distribution line to fill
the upper tanks make certain that at least one of the upper tanks distribution valves is open
to receive the water.
Foot Valve Failure
Foot valves maintain water in the pumps even when the pumps are oﬀ. They are located at
the end of the intake pipes in the Lower Cistern. Foot valve failure is characterized by
pumps that don't stay primed. Minor leaks in the foot valves are unlikely to aﬀect our
system since the fill lines in a normal configuration won't drain the upper tanks and the fill
lines themselves have nearly a 2000L capacity that would need to drain before a pump got
air in it.
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Never put a hand over the foot valve while the pump is operating or may turn on
automatically. It will eat your fingers and cough them out in the upper tanks. Before
removing a foot valve for inspection shut oﬀ the Main Inlet Valve, turn oﬀ both 3-pole
breakers in the pump control box and close the left and right Line Control Valves. This
prevents the backflow of water from the fill line, important since normally the foot valve
retains about 60kg.
The most common failure of foot valves is contamination of the valve surface or corrosion.
If the valve is dirty cleaning it may resolve the issue.
After fixing or replacing a damaged foot valve follow the correct pump priming procedure
and check that all valves are returned to an operating configuration before turning the
motor control breakers on to avoid exploding pipes.
Pump Needs to be Primed/Bleed
Vertical Multistage Pumps such as the Speroni VS 8-6 pumps
we have installed are not self priming. They can not be
correctly primed by feeding water in the pump outlet. The
correct procedure is to connect a fill tube to the lower fill port
with gentle water pressure and bleed the air out of bleed port
on the top of the pump body.
Before beginning turn oﬀ both 3-pole breakers in the pump
control box and shut the left and right Line Control Valves.

Bleed Air
Out Here

Use an adjustable wrench, not pliers, to open the fill port, after
the threads are undone the pin is retained by a rubber o-ring.
Pull it straight out, it may spray water briefly. Gloves are
recommended, these stainless parts can cut your fingertips.
Fill Water Here
Use a bucket of clean water and a small diameter tube to
syphon water, you can set the bucket on top of the other
pump motor or on top of the (closed) ATS to get pressure.
There is clear tube close to the right size in the pump house.
You can buy this tube it at Recol & Osmans, it's
typically used as a water-level for construction. It
takes some eﬀort to get the tube to fit in the fill port.
Once there's positive pressure on the fill port gently
open the bleed port at the top of the pump body. It
will spew air then sputter water continue until the
intake pipes and the pump body are full and for a
minute or so after the bleed port stops sputtering air
and is a clear stream of water.
Close the top bleed port, being mindful not to use too
much force, it should close easily. Remove the fill
tube and quickly replace the fill port cover bolt. Press
it past the o-ring and it will seal. Be mindful not to
over tighten it– since the seal is made by the o-ring
there's no need for much force.
Return the Line Control Valves to an operating
position before turning on the motor control breakers.
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Cleaning the Lower Cistern
FIPAG provides dirt along with water. To remove grime from the Lower Cistern pump out
almost all the water and shut oﬀ the Main Inlet Valve. Climb into the tanks and inspect with
a flashlight for any cracks or problems. You can temporarily tie the float valve up (in the on
position) to the inlet pipe to force the pumps on. Watch the tank drain until vortices form
around the inlet or until only one or two centimeters of water remains with the grime on the
floor. Don't leave it unattended and avoid disturbing the grime while using the main pumps.
Turn oﬀ the pumps by returning float switch to a normal hanging position before they suck
much air, or else you'll need to prime the pump body.
1cm of water is about 500L, you can use this water to scrub with.
Stir up the grime into the water and use the small trash pump placed in the sump pit and 1
inch garden hose to pump the dirty water out into the yard around the Lower Cistern.
Continue to stir up grime and squeegee toward the sump pit until the tanks is relatively
empty. Scrub with a water/bleach mixture for extra points. Inspect the foot valves while
the cistern is empty.
When the Lower Cistern is mostly clean remove all your gear and do a quick final inspection
of the tank with a flashlight. Finally turn on the Main Inlet Valve and let the tank refill.
Cleaning the Upper Tanks
The upper tanks are equipped with scour valves on the front of each tank. When the water
level is low in one tank open the scour valve, optionally attaching a siphon hose and
running it it down hill, or else just let it drain on the ground. Stir up the sediment with a
mop, making sure not to snag or damage the tank liner. Continue until the tank is drained.
If you need more water you can open both distribution valves to transfer clean water from
the other tank and continue washing. Inspect the tank liner and structure with a flashlight.
Close the scour valve and fill the tank.
This procedure can be completed while the tank not being cleaned has available water and
in distributing to the base so it doesn't interrupt service. Wait until the clean tank has a
reasonable amount of water before cleaning the other tank to avoid an outage.
Flushing Main Water Lines
Occasionally you may want to flush the main water lines. You can do so by closing the left
and right Line Control Valves, removing the System Drain Cap and then gently opening one
or the other Line Control Valves. There will be a lot of pressure.
The Fill Line can drain completely since the pipes open to air in the upper tanks.
To flush the distribution lines you can allow water to drain normally from the upper tanks. In
case you need to drain the distribution lines completely, for example for a repair, you can
introduce air at the upper tanks by closing both distribution valves and cracking open the
articulated union 0-ring seal on the downhill side of either distribution valve. You don't
need to disconnected it, simply loosen the ring until you hear air being pulled in.
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Pump Control Box

Mains Breaker
Control & Data
Logging

Mains Breaker
Pump A

Timer

Mains Breaker
Pump B

Alternates
Pumps A & B

Contactor
(Pump B)

Current Sensor
Neutral Bus
Bar

(Amps, Pump B)

3-Phase Motor
Controller
(Pump B)

Float Switch
Terminals
Data Logger
(Ubiquiti mFi/mPort)
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3-Phase Voltage Monitor/Control
3-Phase Mains Sense
(Checks if Mains is Nominal,
connected to contactor incoming)

3-Phase Load Sense
(Checks if motor is Nominal,
connected to contactor load side)

Set to acceptable voltage
imbalance (~10%)

Set to median nominal
voltage (~380V)

Wiring Diagram: http://www.icmcontrols.com/ProdImages/ig_LIAF054.pdf
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Generator Automatic Transfer Switch (ATS)

Generator AUX
12V Battery
Charger

Documentation
Manual Handle Release Lever
(With the handle release the switch is in
automatic mode)

Aux Mains Power
(6A Max, can use for the trash pump)

Manual
Operation
Handle

With the Manual Operation Handle removed the ATS is in Automatic Mode. If there is a mains
power fault and you start the generator it will switch to generator power. When mains power returns
to normal it will automatically switch back to mains. The remote start function is disconnected so it
will not start or stop the generator.
If you want to test the ATS action, you can fake a mains power failure by turning oﬀ the breaker
labeled MCB2 which will look like a single mains phase is out to the ATS controller.
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Lower Cistern Access Hatch & Interior

Ultrasonic Depth Sensor

These two 63mm HDPE
pipes were supposed to be
the pump inlet pipes but late
project changes left them
repurposed as overflow
pipes.

System Drain Cap

Float Switch

(Tied to pump inlet pipe to set levels)

Foot Valve
(2 inch)
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